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FOOTJOY D.N.A HELIX

OSIM

TITLEIST TS HYBRID

D.N.A. Helix is FJ’s latest performance
footwear that is simply put: Wrapped
in Innovation. Featuring the most
comprehensive package in FJ’s line, Helix
is all about combining comfort with an
entirely new stability chassis specifically
engineered from feedback given by the
world’s best players.

Made using ChromoSkin leather,
developed by Pittards of England, it is
a supple, lightweight, durable and fully

waterproof leather that can withstand the
harshest of conditions. TourSpec Stretch
tongue provides breathability and a three-
dimensional FoamCollar 2.0 molds to the
ankle for a better fit.

Adding to that is a lightweight Fine
Tuned Foam (FTF) fit-bed that provides
optimum underfoot comfort and heel
support, a LoPro 2 last that offers a fully
rounded front, and NitroThin 3.0 TPU
outsole that is super lightweight.

Although golf is meant to relax the mind
after being sedentary and stressed up in
the modern working world, the physical
body may not be ready for the onslaught
of twists, turns and walking over 18 holes.

Enter OSM’s uLove 2 Massage Chair and
uSqueez 2 Leg Massager, both primed to
provide the ultimate relaxation and much
needed restoration after a round of golf.

In Ruby Red, the uLove 2 chair comes
with its proprietary

4-hands massage that
mimic the

ultimate
in spa

pampering — having two masseuse
providing massage treatment
concurrently. Luxuriously appointed, this
AI powered piece of technology can even
‘learn’ habits and penchants and develop
customised programmes for its user.

Next, OSIM uSqueez 2 Leg Massager
offers much-needed relief for golfers who
enjoy walking the course. After averaging
five kilometres, what better way to
pamper the feet than by placing them
within the confines of this product that
uses reflexology techniques to heal tired
calves and feet.

With five angles to fit almost every
leg, it can also flip up to 158 degrees to
accommodate the thigh area as well.

The Titleist Speed Project is still
underway and most recently, it

has launched a set of TS2 and TS3
hybrid clubs.
The tremendously forgiving TS2

hybrids maximise performance for
players who have a sweeping delivery to

the ball — delivering high launch and easy
distance. The larger profile is designed for

players who prefer the look of a fairway metal.
The fast-launching TS3 hybrids produce

outstanding distance and control for players who
hit down on the ball — offering mid launch, precise
distance and iron-like control.

The compact and square toe shape is designed
for players who want more of an iron look.

Honma has come a long way from their
60-year heritage. With that momentous
anniversary just past last year, the premium
Japanese brand has made a habit of
producing “exceptional functionality and
refined sensibilities” throughout its product
lines, not just golf clubs.

In this modern day iteration, Honma
also currently houses a bevy of ‘soft’
goods, including this 2019 BERES
Collection that sees both Boston
and cart bags being inspired by
the refined classics of working
gentlemen.

Mixing practicality and
elegance, it comes in a suit of
various colours such as wine,
navy and warm shades of brown
to complete the look of a
distinguished golfer.

For the younger set, the
Tour World series showcases
more bright colours with
the same amount of storage
space. An extensive line of
golf bags — from staff bags,
cart bags to stand bags, leaves
you spoilt for choice!

HONMA

CLEVELAND CBX 2
WEDGE
Roger Cleveland may have left
the company but his namesake
producer still makes top-grade, top-
of-the-line wedges. This time round,
it has released the latest iteration of its
popular CBX series called the CBX 2.

A forgiving short game club designed
with a hollow cavity and gel- back insert that
surprisingly aids in shotmaking.

Built in is the brand’s proprietary Dynamic Sole interacts
well with any turf surface. Against its Rotex Face, spin is
enhanced especially for those shot-stopping shots that will get
golfers closer to the hole more often.

Lightweight, forgiving, and well-balanced, the Cleveland
CBX 2 wedge may just be the right club for average and even
more accomplished golfers alike. Comes in three sole options,
“V”, “S” and “C”.


